Local radio series channels curiosities from Marin’s history; begins this Friday
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SAUSALITO, CA – When the first newspaper first begin printing in Marin back in 1861, it kicked off a cataloging of all the colorful events which have occurred around the County since then. A new radio series dives deep into these printed archives to discover tales of romance, deceit, victory and debauchery, and then pairs them with a playlist of evocative jazz that suits the mood.

The new program, Night Harbor, is hosted by Chris Tognotti, 35, a Marin native and lifelong Bay Area resident. Growing up primarily in Corte Madera, his appreciation for the natural beauty, culture, and local history of the region informs Night Harbor’s style and substance. “I’ve got this love of jazz, and also a love of Marin. So the idea of taking a look back through time woven together with slinky, sleepy, sonorous jazz seemed like a natural combination, perfect for an evening radio timeslot.”

The show is being produced at the studios of Radio Sausalito 1610AM, and can be heard live around the world thanks to the station’s online audio stream. From 8 to 9 p.m. (Pacific Time) every Friday and Monday night beginning April 15th, listeners can tell their device to “play Radio Sausalito” and enjoy Tognotti’s interesting weekly forays into history and jazz.

---

Radio Sausalito is Southern Marin’s only community radio station broadcasting commercial-free jazz and locally-oriented programming online 24 hours a day. Radio Sausalito can be heard anytime, anywhere in the world via live internet stream or locally in Southern Marin at 1610 AM. For more information check out www.radiosausalito.org
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